The Tooth Angels

Traveling Hygienists Preserve Maine’s Most
Underserved Smiles
Story and photography Maura Ewing

parse fluorescent lights cast a dim glow on
the ER waiting room at Franklin Memorial
Hospital, the largest medical center in rural, western Maine. In the waiting room, couples
sit side-by-side, a family of five has taken over the
back row of chairs and solo patrons are greeted
with welcomes and soft inquiries. Across the way,
an elderly man covered in dirt rolls by in a wheelchair.
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For MaineCare patients in the area (a state branch
of Medicaid), this is the most common destination
for dental care.

The impatient guy in the corner recognizes him;
he sips from his Big Gulp and grumbles, “He said
he dropped a winch on it. But I don’t think he
dropped a winch on it. I think he dropped a tree on
it. He shouldn’t be out there playing in the woods
shakin’ like he does.” The woman beside him nods,
not looking up from her Kmart coupon book.

There are no dentists on rounds, the hospital administers no fluoride, and nobody is trained to fill
a cavity. Yet dead teeth are pulled at Franklin Memorial Hospital. It is the nurses and doctors on
duty that can prescribe painkillers for a throbbing
jaw, or antibiotics for infected gums, while oral
surgery attendants take calls to perform extractions.

This is the only center for emergency care in the sea
of small towns surrounding the hospital. Patients
come here with a broken limb, an open wound, or
a high fever and often they come with a toothache.

A study published this January conducted by
Muskie School of Public Service at the University of Southern Maine in Portland found that the

Holding an ice pack to her jaw, a teenage girl crumples into a chair. She looks at the woman next to
her, and mumbles through the side of her mouth
that is free from the pack, “Alright, this isn’t my
choice place to spend a Saturday night.”

most common diagnosis for MaineCare was the
urgent treatment of patients suffering from dental disease. Nearly half of the visits from MaineCare recipients between the ages of fifteen and
forty-four were for emergency dental work.
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ighting against this phenomenon, Susanne LaVallee cares for the younger demographic of MaineCare patients — children — many of whom have never seen a dentist.
The fifty-three year old hygienist drives her family sized RV Camper around central Maine. Teal
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Susanne LaVallee walks to her mobile clinic outside of
Health Dental Hygiene (MDHOI). But, within the
Livermore Elementary School.
community she and her team of hygienists - Tracy
Crocker, Sherry Laliberte, Tracey Jowett, Hania cessible dental care - they bring dental cleaning,
Benson, Lisa Boulet and Amy Stevens - are better fluoride treatment, sealants and temporary fillings
directly to school parking lots.
known as The Tooth Angels.
The white boxy van barrels down highways and
navigates forking state routes, keeping within a
forty-five minute radius of Susanne’s home in
Winthrop on the outskirts of Augusta suburbia.
The fifteen-year-old RV hosted its last family vacation five years ago when Susanne and her husband
bought it through an ad in Uncle Henry’s, a swap
and sell guide.
Her husband and some of his friends gave the van
a makeover. Today the inside is a cross between a
dental office and a mobile home. Susanne and her
traveling team of hygienists are the epitome of ac-

Dental hygenists Susanne LaVallee and Lisa Boulet
diagnose a patient’s cavitites after his cleaning.

On a bright spring morning the RV is parked at
Livermore Elementary School. Inside the van Susanne bustles with paper work in the file storage
area. In the back operatory room another hygienist, Lisa Boulet, forty-three, is actively engaged
with a squirming seven year-old girl, who’s giggles
interrupt the buzz of an electric brush.
Susanne takes a momentary pause from her whirlwind of organizing stacks of papers and filling out
charts and gives the mobile a sweeping glance. She
gestures at the shiny linoleum floor, “You can see
a little bit of the blue carpet, oh my god that was a
heck of a job. My husband pulled out a million little staples from the carpet.” She walks to the front
of the van, around the dental chair, “The table was
here, and there was another sitting area in here.
That was all taken out, and the bed had to be taken
out. But the bathroom is still here, it could be used
again if anybody ever bought this and wanted to
use it as a camper.” The meticulously organized
van smells of fluoride and cleaning supply; soft
country music drifts from a portable stereo seated
on what once was a kitchen stove.
“One student called this a tooth truck. I’m like,
‘That’s a dental hygiene van.’ And then the number one question is, ‘Do you live in here?’” She
laughs out loud, “Where do they think I sleep?”
Susanne returns to her paperwork and looks at the

record of a seven year old she saw earlier. She rubs
her short hair and counts the decay, “One, two,
three, four, five… twelve cavities,” out of the child’s
twenty teeth. She looks up from the record as if it’s
the morning paper. “I don’t want to say that I’ve
seen so much of it that it’s not an issue, some of the
stuff is still shocking.” Her glasses slump half way
down her nose magnifying dark circles,
“I’ve seen so much of
this. But for someone
who’s come straight
out of private practice, they’re mindboggled in here.” She
considers Lisa, who
joined the team just
four months ago,
“She doesn’t cry as
much as she used
to.”

“Baby brother and baby sister.” She sits on her
hands and impatiently flutters her feet.
Lisa eagerly shakes a two-liter bottle filled a third
with white sugar, “Look how much sugar is in a
bottle of soda. Isn’t that awful?! Look how much
sugar you put into yourself when you drink a bottle of soda.”
The girl tilts
her head to
the side, “I
just
don’t
want any metal caps on my
teeth. I just
hate
them.
Even though
Summer has
one, I’m still
friends with
her.”

In the back room
Lisa’s patient sits on
Susanne
Susanne LaVallee shows her patient what his teeth could look like without
her knees, bouncing on
walks over
proper hygiene.
the end of the reclined
and takes the
dental chair. Lisa’s
girl’s chart
demeanor is reminiscent of a schoolteacher. She from Lisa. She cracks her back and prepares a letstands next to the girl holding a book open as if ter to the girl’s mother with a diagnosis of eight
about to start story time, “Let me just show you cavities. Two years ago she sent a similar letter
what juice does to a baby’s teeth.” The volume il- home with the girl with a referral to a dentist who
lustrates a glossy, graphic photo of blood red gums had agreed to fill the cavities under MaineCare’s
with dark stubs instead of teeth, “See? Look, that’s coverage, which can be a difficult task. She has rewhat’s happening to your teeth right now.”
lationships with several dentists in the area who
agree to do “one-shot deals” with her patients,
The girl scrunches up her face, “They look exactly making almost no profit on the procedures. The
like that.”
girl never made it to the dentist’s – her decayed
teeth remain unfilled.
Lisa’s eyes wide with concern, she questions her
usanne’s work, in an area where half-toothed
patient about the unidentified ‘they,’ asking about
smiles are endemic, can only go so far. She is
the child’s siblings. “Whose do? The babies? Both
not a dentist, she is not a social worker, and she is
the babies’ do?”
not a parent.
The little girl sticks her chin in the air,
The possibility of a family on public assistance be“Mmhhhm.”
ing able to fill a cavity is not a given. Historically
Lisa yells to Susanne, “You hear that? Both her dental offices in Maine have been isolated to urban
brother’s and sister’s teeth look exactly like that!” centers, with very few affordable options. Recently
dentists have been given more incentive to serve
The girl twirls a pigtail, and authoritatively states, under income patients, but there is still a long way
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to go.
The options for adults are far more limited than
for children. An adult over the age of twenty-one
on MaineCare is not eligible for preventative care
at all, and restorative care must be qualified as an
emergency. MaineCare covers root canals and extractions for adults, but not a typical cavity filling.
Most commonly decayed teeth are pulled. A receptionist at a one of two public clinics in Franklin
County described typical care for an adult, “If it’s
keeping you up at night, like throbbing, then we
can treat you. Mostly we do removal.”

she makes for her work. She is also thankful for the
hours upon hours of pro bono work that her elderly father-in-law does from his home each week.

O

n a spring afternoon Chet LaVallee, Susanne’s eighty-seven year-old father-in-law,
does a half spin in his executive style leather chair
and almost hits his resting walker. He throws a
glance at Susanne as she bustles in his kitchen, he
says, “Basically, Sue does all the work.”

Chet spends hours on the phone every day, checking and double-checking if the children still have
While Susanne goes to great lengths to get kids seen MaineCare coverage before Susanne does her
by a dentist who will fill their cavities at no cost to work.
the parents, often the appointments are not kept.
The importance of a trip to the dentist is not in Susanne marches over coffee for Chet, “You’ve
some parents’ paradigm of thought. Susanne does probably, and I’m just guessing, predetermined
not know why the appointments are missed, and between a thousand and twelve hundred forms.”
she cannot guess what the circumstances might be He takes the steaming mug from Susanne, his
for the families of her patients, so she focuses on words flow like molasses, “If she wants me to, I’ll
the work that she is able to do when she is with the check twice. I spend a lot of time on the phone,
but it’s enjoyable, they’re all nice people. But then,
kids.
I like most everybody.”
Over the next month Susanne and her team of five
dental hygienists will provide preventative care She rocks her chair back, “Now one way that we
for over a hundred students at Livermore Elemen- like to compensate Chet for his work, because he’s
tary. By the end of the school year, they will have never taken a penny for all the hours he’s put in, is
been to thirty-four schools in central Maine and to feed him well.” She considers her mother, “And
he likes when Mum is around, we have cookies,
provided care to over 600 children.
hamburgers, and cheese casserole.” Chet crosses
MaineCare will reimburse MDHOI for cleanings, his hands on his chest and nods in agreement.
fluoride, sealants and oral hygiene instruction only.
They do not reimburse resealing baby teeth,
or a permanent tooth that has been sealed in
the past three years. During the 2008-2009
school year The Tooth Angels provided about
thirty thousand dollars of work the state
didn’t pay for. She has a few private donors
to help bridge the gap, but when the clinic’s
finances fall below ten thousand dollars Susanne forgoes her own salary until they are
back on track.
She considers her two months of unpaid
work this winter, “I figure when I can’t go to
the grocery store and I can’t pay my heating
bill then something needs to change.” She is
grateful that her husband, a retired ski coach,
is patient and understanding of the sacrifices

Chet LaVallee in his home office where he works full time for
The Tooth Angels, pro bono.

MaineCare rejects about twenty percent of the applications Chet verifies because the child is no longer covered. Often the children lose their insurance
when a parent gets a job, putting them above the
line for public assistance, but often into situations
where they do not have adequate health insurance. Very few employers provide dental benefits.
Susanne explains the possibility of these children
getting care. “Zero. They’re not getting care. They
don’t have the money to get care, and they’re not
getting Medicaid
to get care. They’re
not getting cared
for.”

parts of the state.
Oral hygiene was not always a priority in Susanne’s
life. She grew up in rural central New Hampshire,
where she dreaded appointments with her dentist.
She laughs displaying a mouth full of metal, “My
dentist was elderly, and there was no prevention
spoken of, I didn’t even know what floss was until
I got into college. We did not have sealants. We
did not have fluoride and certainly did not receive
any education to
explain the cause
of decay.”

After leaving New
usanne foundHampshire she
ed The Tooth
had a wanderAngels seven years
ing early adultago, after twenty
hood, exploring
years of working
different parts of
in private practhe country, givtice. The death of
ing college a try,
her former emand searching for
ployer, Dr. Tom
a path different
Lee, served as a
from her parents’.
catalyst for her
She haphazardmission. Dr. Lee
ly found herself
Susanne LaVallee filling out reports in the file storage area of her
had spent much of
working as a dental
mobile clinic.
his career working
assistant for an oral
in public health. After his sudden, early death Su- surgeon in Massachusetts. Surprisingly, she liked
sanne took his vision of accessible care one step the work. “I got sick of watching teeth come out
further. “And not only hitting the road, I had to of mouths and I thought, you know what? Maytake a loan out on my house to buy this equip- be I ought to go to school and learn how to save
ment, to buy what I needed. So, that in itself was teeth.”
crazy.” She continues, “I’m not here just for myself
to gain as much as I can out of this lifetime; I’m
ack at Livermore Elementary School a little
here to help other people as much as I can. And
boy, Jean Follansbee, ten years old, walks out
I mean that’s the name of the game to me.” She of the side door of the red brick building hand-inclenches her teeth, “That’s not easy in this day and hand with Susanne. Susanne’s dental smock flaps
age, because that’s not how the majority of people in the breeze, almost grazing his face. She has a
think. You know it’s a me, me, me society and the quick walk, Jean’s small legs break into a jog and
hell with everyone else society.”
he hangs tightly onto her, struggling to keep up.
She guides towards her RV parked in the side lot.
When she started the program in 2003 she was
permitted to work under Public Health Supervi- Some of the boy’s schoolmates stop playing and
sion Status in non-traditional settings. Two years look at the pair, a girl runs to the wire fence surago a bill was passed allowing hygienists to open rounding the play ground and squeals, “Are you
stationary clinics, a move made to ameliorate the dentist?!”
Maine’s dental crisis. Slowly more and more hygienists are opening offices to reach underserved Another boy runs from the bottom of the slide,
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“Are you going to get me today?”
Susanne pauses at the RV stairs, “I’m the hygienist. What’s your name?” Susanne checks her list for
the young man’s name, “You are on my list - I don’t
know, honey, I’m going to be here for a month.”

Susanne sighs, “Beautiful teeth. Do you want to
keep these teeth beautiful?”
His eyes widen, “Yeah.”

“You need to meet your tooth brush!” She sings
as she reaches for a packet of pink prophy paste,
She smiles down at Jean and guides him up the “Brush, brush your teeth, brush them twice a day!
retractable staircase. He passes buckets of tooth In the morning and at night, keep decay away…”
The buzz of her electric instrument stops conrelated toys and climbs onto the chair.
versation. She cleans and probes and the boy sits
Jean lies in the reclined dental chair, while Su- patient as a Buddha while his loyal hygienist presanne pokes a small silver scraper into his mouth. serves his smile.
She looks down at him, “See those spots honey?
Feel it, feel how they’re a little rough?”
At the end of Jean’s hour-long session she packs
a bag of toothpaste and floss, then he carefully
Jean peers into the mirror and feels his front teeth, chooses three toys from the buckets before she
sends him back to his fourth grade classroom. She
putting his finger over dark stains, “Uuhuh.”
has cleaned his teeth and refurbished sealants on
“That’s those bugs that have been there long his back molars.
enough to actually harden on the side of your
tooth. It’s called Calculus, why they called it that Once her patient is out the door Susanne leans on
the empty operatory chair, “I can’t tell you how
I don’t know.”
many kids we see that are in such better shape
Her patient’s socked feet barely reach half way than when we first saw them. Temporary fillings
are placed on decayed primary molars, these teeth
down the chair.
fall out and permanent teeth replace them, then
She asks him, “So what are you drinking that’s those teeth are sealed to prevent decay. Some of
dark? Tell me you’re not a coffee drinker. Do you the worse-case kids I saw back in 2003 are cavity
free right now. Knowing what our program is prodrink tea?”
viding these children is what keeps me going! In
Jean shrugs.
the 2009- 2010 school year our statistics showed
us that repeat students have a 91% decrease in new
caries rate when compared to students coming
into our program for the first time.”
Susanne navigates the rocky road of dental care
in an area where oral health is not at the top of
anybody’s priority list. With each patient she
cleans, she prevents or postpones a fate of a lifelong marred smile, a fate of wearing their socioeconomic status on their face. She is helping
foster a generation that will not wait in the emergency room with rotted teeth to be pulled. u

Susanne LaVallee cleans Jean Follansbee’s teeth and
instructs him how to brush and floss well.

